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MINUTES OF THE PROCEEDINGS 
of the fifth ordinary meeting of 

the 
Clubs and Societies Board 

of the 
Imperial College Union 
in the 2010-11 Session 

 
The meeting of the Clubs and Societies Board was held in the Union Building on the 28th February 2011 at 

6.05pm in the Union Dining Hall 
 
Present: 

Deputy President (Clubs & Societies) – Chair Heather Jones  
President  Alex  Kendall 
Deputy President (Welfare)  Charlotte  Ivison 
Deputy President (Finance & Services) Ravi Pall 
CGCU Representative Jacky  Kwan 
ICSMSU Representative David Smith 
Overseas Students Committee Representative Ahmad Alsaadi 
Arts and Entertainment Board Chair Adam Khamis 
Athletic Clubs Committee Chair Monya Zard 
Media Group representative  Matt Allinson  
Royal School of Mines Committee Chair Ben Moorhouse 
Recreational Clubs Committee Chair Nathanial  Bottrell 
RCSU Representative  Luke  Kanczes 
Social Clubs Committee Chair  Rhodri  Oliver 
Permanent Observers   
Membership Services Manager Dr Phil Power 
Governance and Administration Coordinator Rebecca  Coxhead 

Observers: CGCU President Victor du Mesnil du Buisson, Ben Lindsey (ICSMSU), RCSU President Scott Heath, 
Chia Lim (OSC), James Geraets (A&E), Michael Foster, (ACC), Brigette Atkins (Media), Michael Squire (RCC), 
Mark Porter, (RSMU), James Krieger (SCC), Kajann Prathapan (SCC), Eliza Selley (SCC) 
Apologies:  Deputy President (Education) Alex Dahinten, ICSMSU representative  Adem Uner, Silwood Park 
Union Representative  
 
  
1. CHAIRS BUSINESS  
 
NOTED: 

a) There is one outstanding tour report which the Deputy President (Clubs & Societies) is chasing up.  
 

 
 
2. MINUTES FROM LAST MEETING – 24th January 2011 
 

 
RESOLVED: 

1) To pass the minutes as a correct record.  
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3. MATTERS ARISING  
 
NOTED: 

a) The outstanding reports from the CGCU and Media group are still to be received.  
b) In regards to the RCSU finance report; if no objections have been received by 5pm on the following 

day on the tabled report, it will be deemed as passed.  
 
 
4. BUDGETING  
 
NOTED: 

a) The total amount being bided for is £337 200.00.  
b) It was resolved that NCC receives £700, the Tours pot receives £9000 and CSB contingency receive 

£150.  
 
RESOLVED: 

1) The following funding is as such: 
New Clubs Committee £700 
Tours funding £9000 
Clubs and Societies Board Contingency £1500 
 £17500 

 
c) Executive Committee and RWB have been taken out of this pot a Faculty Unions will be seeking 

funding for its welfare functions from RWB and executive functions from the Executive Committee.  
i. Executive Committee has £4000 allocated and RWB has £7000.  

d) The minimum allocation has had the underspend taken out of it already.  
e) The rules for the process are as follows: 

i. No personal attacked.  
ii. Don’t cheer when groups get cut.  

iii. No texting across the room.  
f) The process will be done in 3 phases, the first being groups making voluntary cuts, the second will be 

suggested to and then agreed by the group and the third will be forced cuts where the Board votes on 
the suggested cuts.  

 
 
8.1 PHASE 1 
  
NOTED: 

a) A&E made no voluntary cuts.  
b) ACC zero funded capoeria which was minus £210.  
c) CGCU removed funding for EEE conferences which was minus £125.  
d) ICSMSU removed funding for competitions for athletics which was minus £300.  
e) Media removed printing for Felix which was minus £17800.  

i. It was stated that the Deputy President (Finance & Services) assisted the Media chair and 
treasurer in completing the budget and that Stoic are requesting for a large amount of new 
equipment.  

f) OSC made no voluntary cuts.  
g) RCC removed funding for yoga instructors which was minus £500.  
h) RCSU removed £100 for Bio Soc conferences.  
i) RSMU removed £60 Materials consumables, £100 from DLB speakers and £50 from RSMU 

exec referees.  
j) SCC made no voluntary cuts.  
k) Silwood removed £ 22 from competitions for cricket and £2000 from equipment and 

repairs.  
 
 
8.2 PHASE 2  
 
NOTED: 
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a) This round had a mixture of self cuts as well as suggested.   
b) Media removed £1300 from Magazine printing costs.  
c) It was proposed and agreed by Media that some Stoic equipment amounts from be taken down to the 

original requested level. £320, £800 and £65 were cut from Stoic Equipment & Repair priorities 2, 3, 
and 4 respectively.   

d) The Deputy President (Finance & Services) proposed not to fund transports for sports clubs 
transport.  

i. The RSMU President stated that it will be extremely difficult to transport bulky kit on public 
transport.  

ii. The ACC Chair stated that the ACC subsidises only 30% of rugby travel.  The RCC only subsidise 
travel at 40% if it is out of the M25.  

e) It was proposed and agreed that ICSMSU Badminton should be subsidised the same as ACC 
Badminton.  £378 was cut from ICSMSU Badminton.  

f) It was suggested that the subsidies on categories should be the same across all management groups.  
i. This suggestion proves to be difficult due to management groups not necessarily having all the 

same categories.  
g) It was proposed and agreed to remove hospitality from Silwood exec football which is minus £100.  
h) CGCU removed the cultural trip from its Executive Committee request which is minus £50.  
i) OSC removed hospitality from its Executive Committee request which is minus £30. 
j) It was suggested and agreed to remove £266 from ACC Archery Ground hire. 
k) It was suggested and agreed to remove £620 from ACC Badminton Ground hire. 
l) The budget of A&E MT soc tour is not truly reflective of cost.  
m) OSC removed £50 from Japanese cultural activities and £10 from the boat party.  
n) The following cuts were proposed for and agreed by Arts and Ents: 

i. Choir, instructors, priority 1, minus £364 
ii. Fashion, instructors, minus £157 

iii. Jazz Big Band, instructors, minus £300 
iv. Leo Soc, instructors, minus £120 
v. Music Tech, instructors, minus £69 

vi. Sinfonietta, instructors, minus £224 
vii. String ensemble, instructors, minus £150 

o) The following cuts were proposed for and agreed by CGCU: 
i. Aero: 

1. competitions, minus £75 
2. publicity, minus £4 

ii. Bio Eng, speakers, minus £45 
iii. Chem Eng: 

1. competitions, minus £200 
2. publicity, minus £30 

iv. Civ Eng: 
1. ground hire, minus £70 
2. publicity, minus £6 

v. EWB: 
1. cultural, minus £150 
2. publicity, minus £8 

vi. Mech Eng: 
1. publicity, minus £8 
2. Conferences, minus £100 

vii. Motor club (karting) 
1. competitions, minus £939 
2. equipment and repair, priority 4, minus £150 

viii. Racing, consumables, minus £30 
ix. Railing: 

1. consumables, minus £5 
2. speakers, minus £25 
3. travel, minus £239 

x. RSM Motor: 
1. affiliations, all priorities, minus £9.25 
2. phone, zero fund, minus £20 (refer to Executive Committee) 
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xi. Rugby: 
1. affiliation, minus £6 
2. insurance, minus £190 

xii. VVMC 
1. The membership of the VVMC is well below the threshold of 20 

members.  
2. phone, zero fund, minus £50 (refer to Executive Committee) 
3. It was suggested that the club only be funded insurance. This was not 

agreed.  
p) The following cuts were proposed for and agreed by the RCMU: 

i. DLB: 
1. travel, priority 1, minus £384 
2. travel, priority 2, minus £200 
3. consumables, minus £200 

ii. RSMU exec: 
1.  travel, priority 1, minus £1000 
2. hospitality, priority 1, minus £100 

iii. Materials, consumables, minus £60 
iv. Football: 

1. affliation, minus £10 
2. competitions, minus £30 
3. referees, minus £24 
4. travel, minus £64 

v. Geo Physics, travel, minus £20 
vi. Hockey: 

1. Referees, minus £40 
2. ground hire, priority 2, minus £57 

vii. Real Ale, travel, minus £25 
viii. Rugby: 

1. affiliation, minus £6 
2. travel, minus £60 

ix. Sports: 
1. Referees, priority 1, minus £15 
2. Referees, priority 3, minus £15 

q) The following cuts were proposed for and agreed by the OSC: 
i. Bruneian: 

1. publicity, priority 2, minus £30 
2. cultural, minus £50 

ii. Chinese, zero fund, minus £100 
iii. Cypriot: 

1.  publicity, minus £20 
2. ground hire, minus £50 

iv. OSC exec, publicity, minus £60 
v. Indonesian, consumables, minus £8 

vi. Iraq, equipment, minus £50 
vii. Kenya, ground hire, minus £70 

viii. Malaysian, travel, minus £50 
ix. Pakistan: 

1.  publicity, £10 
2. cultural activity, minus £25 
3. publicity, minus £5 

x. Polish, cultural activities, minus £15 
xi. Scandinavian, equipment and repair, minus £15 

xii. Singaporean: 
1. publicity, minus £20 
2. transport, minus £50 

xiii. Sri -lankan, publicity, minus £50 
xiv. Thai, publicity, minus £20 
xv. Vietnamese, publicity, £25 
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r) The following cuts were proposed for and agreed by Media: 
i. Media exec contingency, minus £500 

ii. Felix, consumables 2, minus £1200 
iii. IC Radio, equipment and repair, minus £332 
iv. Magazine consumables, minus £274 
v. Photo Soc: 

1. conferences, minus £90 
2. equipment and repair, priority 3, minus £220 
3. publicity, minus £36 

 
vi. Stoic: 

1. equipment and repair, minus £140 
2. advertising, minus £24 
3. equipment and repair, priority 4, minus £2800 

s) The following cuts were proposed for and agreed by the RCSU: 
i. Bio Soc minus £10.  

ii. Chem Soc minus £100 
iii. Maths Soc minus £100 from hospitality 
iv. Physics minus £57.50 from decorations 
v. RCSU Exec minus £100 

t) RSMU Geo Physics consumable minus £35 
u) RCC Assassins Guild minus £20.  
v) The following cuts were proposed for and agreed by the ICSMSU: 

i. Athletics ground hire minus £200 
ii. Athletics, competitions, minus £20 

iii. Bio Med, cultural activities, minus £75 
iv. Bio Med, consumables, minus £20 
v. Bio Med, travel, minus £100 

vi. Boat, affiliation, minus £34 
vii. Boat, Ground hire, minus £1653 

viii. Cricket, ground hire, minus £175 
ix. Darts, affiliation, minus £4 
x. Drama, Equipment, minus £250.  It was stated that equipment costs should be covered from 

ticket income.  
xi. EMSA, affiliation, minus £12 

xii. Football, minus £500 of total 
xiii. Football, equipment, minus £100 
xiv. Football, travel, minus £500 
xv. Gradmed, publicity, minus £30 

xvi. Hockey, Umpire, minus £120 
xvii. Ju Jitsu, Instructors, minus £50 

xviii. Lacrosse, affiliation, minus £40 
xix. Lacrosse, £320 off total amount  
xx. Light Opera, minus ground hire £300.  It was stated that the time of the year means that Light 

Opera cannot use the Great Hall as it is usually booked.  
xxi. Medical Education, Consumables, minus £75 (refer to Executive Committee) 

xxii. Medical Education, Speakers, minus £55 
xxiii. Medical Education, equipment and repair, minus £50 
xxiv. Medical Equipment, cultural education, minus £25 
xxv. Medsin, conferences, minus £50 

xxvi. Mountaineering, affiliation, minus £25.75 
xxvii. Mountaineering, insurance, minus £50 

xxviii. Mountaineering, accommodation, minus £50 
xxix. Muslim Medics, consumables, minus £75  
xxx. Medic Music, ground hire, minus £200 

xxxi. Medic Music, publicity, minus, £100 
xxxii. Netball, affiliation, minus £35.60 

xxxiii. Rugby, affiliation minus, £46.50 
xxxiv. Rugby, ground hire, minus £525 
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xxxv. Rugby, referees, minus £80  
xxxvi. Squash, equipment, minus £150 

xxxvii. Sub aqua, ground hire, minus £300. It was suggested that medics sub aqua should merge with 
RCC underwater as they have less than 20 members.  

xxxviii. Tennis, ground hire, minus £16.43 
xxxix. Tennis, affiliation, minus £134 

xl. Waterpolo, ground hire, minus £280.00 
xli. Yoga minus £300 from total 

w) The following cuts were proposed for and agreed by the RCC: 
i. Astro, equipment, minus £40 

ii. Bellydance, competitions, minus £80 
iii. Snooker: 

1. affiliation, minus £20 
2. competition priority 2, minus £34 
3. competition priority 3, minus £20 
4. equipment, minus £12 
5. travel priority 3, minus £45 
6. travel priority 4, minus £30 

iv. Canoe, affiliation, minus £20 
v. Caving: 

1. Affiliation, minus £7 
2. equipment, priority 1, £1079.35 
3. equipment, priority 2, minus £200 

vi. Cooking, competitions, minus £100 
vii. Croquet, affiliation, minus £5 

viii. RCC exec contingency, minus £400 
ix. Exploration, zero fund, minus £80 
x. Floorball: 

1. affiliation, minus £10 
2. travel, minus £240 

xi. Funkology: 
1. competitions, minus £24 
2. transport, minus £40 

xii. Gaming, copy write, minus £60 
xiii. Gliding: 

1. The membership fe is low in comparison to a high cost sport.  The membership fee was 
increased by £5 last year which potentially has put off people joining.  

2. affiliation, minus £140 
3. equipment priority 1, minus £1222 
4. travel, priority 2, minus £80 
5. travel priority 1, minus £372 
6. instructor priority 2, minus £363 
7. equipment and repair, priority 1, minus £500 

xiv. Ice hockey: 
1. affiliation, minus £5 
2. travel, priority 3, minus £17 

xv. mountaineering, equipment and repair, minus £348 
xvi. Outdoor: 

1. affiliation, minus £20 
2. equipment and repair, minus £357 
3. travel priority 3, minus £310 

xvii. Parachute, instructor, minus £180 
xviii. Pakour, ground hire, priority 2,  minus £500 

xix. Poker, equipment, minus £20 
xx. Radio control, zero fund,, minus £120 

xxi. Skate: 
1. equipment and repair, priority 1, minus £160 
2. equipment and repair, priority 3, minus £66 

xxii. Surfing, affiliation, minus £12 
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xxiii. Synchronised swimming, ground hire, minus £125 
xxiv. Underwater: 

1. conferences, £9 
2. consumables, priority 2, minus £716 
3. consumables, priority 3, minus £715 
4. consumables, priority 4, minus £100 
5. equipment and repair, priority 1, minus £960 
6. equipment and repair, priority 2, minus £306 
7. equipment and repair, priority 3, minus £330 

xxv. Vegesoc, zero fund, minus £21 
xxvi. Wakeboard, equipment and repair, minus £200 

xxvii. RCSU Motor: 
1. affliation, minus £30 
2. equipment and repair, priority 2, minus £110 
3. Travel, priority 2, minus £124 
4. travel, priority 3, minus £20 

x) The following cuts were proposed for and agreed by the RCSU President on behalf of Silwood: 
i. Instructors ,yoga, minus £1000 

ii. Cultural activities, natural history museum visit,  minus £116.25 
iii. Equipment and Repair, priority 2 minus £1740 
iv. Equipment and Repair, priority 3, minus £168.80 
v. Publicity, minus £30 

y) The following cuts were proposed and agreed for the SCC: 
i. Debating, minus £100 

z) The following cuts were proposed and agreed for the ACC: 
i. Badminton, consumables, minus £496.90 

ii. Basketball, ground hire, minus £330 
iii. Boat club, competitions, minus £1612.16 
iv. ACC Exec, ground hire, minus £292 
v. Pilipino martial arts, instructors, minus £14.29 

vi. Gold, consumables, minus £84 
vii. Lawn Tennis, ground hire, minus £404 

viii. Netball, ground hire, minus £133.20 
ix. Rugby, travel, minus £536 
x. Sailing, competitions, minus £120 

xi. Snow sports, consumables, minus £100 
xii. Snow sports, cultural, minus £100 

xiii. Snow sports, competition priority 2, minus £142 
xiv. Tae Kwon Do, insurance, minus £45 
xv. Tin Pin bowling, travel, minus £113.20 

xvi. Volleyball, travel, minus £192 
 
 
8.3 PHASE 3 
 
NOTED: 

a) It was suggested that ICSMSU Football take a cut of £2500 of its total budget 
i. The Board moved to a vote on this and the results are as follows: 

FOR  9 
AGAINST 1 
ABSTAIN 0 
Passes 

 
RESOLVED: 

1) To cut ICSMSU Football £2500 from total requested.  
 

b) It was suggested that CGCU VVMC be zero funded part from insurance.   
i. This would remove £945 from the request. 

ii. The Board moved to a vote on this and the results are as follows: 
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FOR  10 
AGAINST 0 
ABSTAIN 0 
Passes 

 
RESOLVED: 

2) To remove £945 from CGCU VVMC total request.  
 

c) It was proposed to cut ground hire, £945.13 from ACC Badminton. 
FOR 9 
AGAINST 1 
ABSTAIN 2 
Passes 

 
RESOLVED: 

3) To cut ground hire, £945.13 from ACC Badminton.  
 

d) It was proposed to cut travel, £1000, from RCC Underwater. 
i. The Board moved to a vote on this and the results are as follows: 

FOR 3 
AGAINST 5  
ABSTAIN 2 
falls 

 
e) It was agreed to remove £3000 from the Silwood total request.  

 
RESOLVED: 

4) To remove £3000 from Silwood total request.  
 

f) It was proposed to cut ICSMSU Light Opera by £1000. 
i. The board moved to a vote and the results are as follows: 

FOR 7 
AGAINST 3 
ABSTAIN 0 
passed 

 
RESOLVED: 

5) To cut ICSMSU Light Opera £1000 
 

g) It was suggested to remove £1000 from RCC equipment and repair 
i. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 

FOR 5 
AGAINST 5 
ABSTAIN 0 
 falls  

 
h) It was suggested to cut ACC Volleyball ground hire£1080 but the ACC Chair did not agree.  

i. The ACC Chair agreed to cut ACC Volleyball ground hire by £500.  
 
RESOLVED: 

6) To cut ACC Volleyball ground hire by £500.  
 

i) It was proposed to cut RCC Gliding £760; £260 from affiliation and £500 from equipment and repair.  
i. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 

FOR 8 
AGAINST 2 
ABSTAIN 0 
passed 

RESOLVED: 
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7) To cut RCC Gliding £760; £260 from affiliation and £500 from equipment and 
repair. 

 
j) The following cuts were proposed to OSC Clubs: 

i. Afro Carribean £500 
ii. Helenic £60 

iii. Indian £425 
iv. Korean £100 
v. Pakistani £250 

vi. Sri-Lankan £300 
vii. Turkish £35 

viii. Welsh £15  
ix. This total £1685 
x. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follows: 

 
FOR 7 
AGAINST 3 
ABSTAIN 0 
Passes 

 
RESOLVED:  

8) To cut £1685 from OSC Clubs (see point j)  
 

k) It was suggested to remove £750 from RCC Underwater 
i. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 

FOR 5 
AGAINST 5 
ABSTAIN 0 
 falls  

 
l) It was proposed for and agreed by the ACC Chair to remove £1000 from ACC Boat, competitions.  

 
RESOLVED: 

9) To cut £1000 from ACC Boat Competition. 
 

m) It was proposed to cut SCC Imperial Entrepreneurs £110 from conferences.  
i. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 

FOR 6 
AGAINST 4 
ABSTAIN 0 
 Passes 

 
RESOLVED: 

10) To cut SCC Imperial Entrepreneurs £110 from conferences.  
 

n) It was proposed to cut SCC Tamil £40 from publicity.  
i. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 

FOR 7 
AGAINST 3 
ABSTAIN 0 
 Passes 

 
RESOLVED: 

11) To cut SCC Tamil £40 from publicity. 
 

o) It was proposed to cut SCC Islamic Society £40 from publicity.  
i. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 

 
FOR 7 
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AGAINST 3 
ABSTAIN 0 
 Passes 

 
RESOLVED: 

12) To cut SCC Islamic Society £40 from publicity. 
 

p) It was proposed to cut SCC Jewish Society £10 from publicity.  
i. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 

FOR 7 
AGAINST 3 
ABSTAIN 0 
 Passes 

 
RESOLVED: 

13) To cut SCC Jewish Society £10 from publicity. 
q) It was proposed to cut SCC Law Society £5 from publicity.  

i. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 
FOR 7 
AGAINST 3 
ABSTAIN 0 
 Passes 

 
RESOLVED: 

14) To cut SCC Law Society £5 from publicity. 
 

r) It was proposed to cut SCC PASS Society £30 from Cultural Activities 
i. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 

FOR 7 
AGAINST 3 
ABSTAIN 0 
 Passes 

 
RESOLVED: 

15) To cut OSC PASS Society £40 from Cultural Activities. 
 

s) It was proposed to cut OSC Punjabi Society £150 from total request.  
i. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 

FOR 7 
AGAINST 3 
ABSTAIN 0 
 Passes 

 
RESOLVED: 

16) To cut OSC Punjabi Society £150 from total request. 
 

t) It was proposed to cut SCC Unicef £30 from insurance  
i. It was clarified that this was actually for first aid. 

ii. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 
FOR 0 
AGAINST 10 
ABSTAIN 0 
falls 

 
u) It was proposed to cut SCC Punjabi £100 from ground hire for the Ground shaker event.  

i. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 
 
 

FOR 2 
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AGAINST 8 
ABSTAIN 0 
falls 

 
v) It was proposed to cut SCC Tamil £50 from ground hire.  

i. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 
FOR 5 
AGAINST 5 
ABSTAIN 0 
Chair cast deciding vote ‘against’ and proposal fell 

 
w) The following cuts were agreed to the ACC and ICSMSU: 

i. ACC Basketball, minus £243 from total 
ii. ACC Golf, minus £200 from instructors  

iii. ACC Judo, minus £223.75 from instructors   
iv. ACC Netball, minus £600 from instructors 
v. ICSMSU Netball, minus £300 from instructors  

vi. ACC Riding and Polo, minus £150 from referees 
vii. ACC Rugby, minus £419 from referees 

viii. ICSMSU Rugby, minus £120 from referees 
ix. ACC Waterpolo, minus £81.90 from referees 
x. ACC Volleyball, minus £320 from referees 

xi. ICSMSU Christian Medic Fellowship, minus £200 from total request 
 

x) It was proposed that A&E Executive Committee, minus £150 from publicity 
i. This was accepted by the A&E Chair.  

 
RESOLVED: 

17) To remove £150 from publicity from the A&E Executive Committee.  
 
 

y) It was proposed that ACC Cricket should have £1000 taken from its total request. 
i. The board moved to a vote and the vote is as follows: 

FOR  7 
AGAINST 2 
ABSTAIN 1 

   Passes 
 
RESOLVED: 

18) To cut £1000 from ACC Cricket total request  
 

z) It was agreed at this point that the ACC should have its budget locked down and not have any more 
cuts.  

 
RESOLVED: 

19) To lock down the ACC budget and not to make any more cuts.  
 

aa) It was proposed to cut the following from CGCU Chem Eng: 
i.  £80 from competitions.  

ii. £50 from travel 
iii. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 

FOR 7 
AGAINST 3 
ABSTAIN 0 
Passes 

 
RESOLVED: 

20) To cut £80 from CGCU Chem Eng competitions and £50 from travel.  
bb) It was proposed to cut CGCU Executive Committee £350 from cultural activities.  
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i. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 
FOR 9 
AGAINST 1 
ABSTAIN 0 
Passes 

 
RESOLVED: 

21) To cut £350 from CGCU Executive Committee cultural activities.  
 

cc) It was proposed to cut the following from Media 
i.  Radio, minus £60 from publicity 

ii. Magazine, minus £550 from total 
iii. Photo, minus £100 from total 
iv. Iscience, minus £250 from total 
v. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 

FOR 7 
AGAINST 3 
ABSTAIN 0 
Passes 

 
RESOLVED: 

22) To cut Media (see point cc)  
 

dd) ICSMSU took a voluntary £500 from their overall total request.  
 
RESOLVED: 

23) To cut £500 from the total ICSMSU request.  
 

ee) It was proposed that RCC Parachute cut £500 from travel.  This was agreed by the RCC Chair.  
 
RESOLVED: 

24) To cut £500 from RCC Parachute travel.  
 

ff) RSMU took a voluntary cut from £250 from Materials travel.  
 
RESOLVED: 

25) To cut £250 from RSMU Materials travel.  
 

gg) A&E took a voluntary cut from £250 from A&E Cinema total request.  
 
RESOLVED: 

26) To cut £250 from A&E Cinema total request.  
 
hh) It was proposed that the RCC absorb the final cut of £251.57 across its clubs.  

i. The Board moved to a vote and the vote is as follow: 
FOR 6 
AGAINST 4 
ABSTAIN 0 
Passes 

 
RESOLVED: 

27) RCC absorb the final cut of £251.57 across its clubs.  
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ii) The final allocations are as follows: 

 
 CSB  Allocations 
 NCC £700.00 
 TOURS £9,000.00 
 CONTINGENCY £1,500.00 

 
Management Groups Allocations 
ACC £149,480.68 
A&E  £13,619.00 
CGCU £6,720.00 
ICSMSU £54,968.00 
MEDIA £11,781.34 
OSC £5,249.50 
RCC £66,204.82 
RCSU £3,370.50 
RSMU £6,514.00 
SCC £4,328.30 
SILWOOD £3,763.86 

 
Meeting closed 2.15am  
 
 
Approved as a correct record at a  
meeting of the Clubs and Societies Board  
 
on __________________ 2010/11 
 
_____________________________ Chair of the Meeting 
 
 


